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TO BE WORKED THROUGH IN CONJUNCTION WITH VIDEO:
http://tinyurl.com/AutomateVA
AS mentioned in the video, this module has two components.
1. Developing your sales funnel and 2. The technology to make your life easier!
So lets work on part one first. Your sales funnell. Remember in the video we mentioned that the top is
a free gift to show people that you are awesome, know your stuff, generous and a chance for them to
get to know you. BUT it has to be of value to your target market. Many VAs worry at this point about
giving away free stuff that will enable to the client to not use your services.
Sure there might be the random person who will use your value and education and go and make
progress in their own business (which is fantastic - you helped them! You made them feel good!) but
most people won't do anything or need more help.
So don't try and be secret and sneaky. Genuinely educate your client and watch them come back to you
time and time again :)

1. Design Your Funnel
Remember the point of the funnel is to get people down to your package. People will enter from any
level and everything has to be of value.
We will expand on each level on the following pages.

Free Offer

Low Cost
Conversation

PACKAGE

$

$

Free offer: Going back to your clients bruises, what free offer can you create. Think about how they
like to learn and what you can help them with QUICKLY!
Problem you are solving:
Product Title:
Medium (ie videos, worksheets etc):
Date You Will Finish It By:
Remember this product will be electronic and delivered online so ensure that it has the right
branding and look. Engage in the services of any professionals you need to make it look
professional.

Free Offer
Title:
Investment: $

When deciding on your title, subtitle and any other promotional text around it - try and use hypnotic language to
emotionally trigger your clients coupled with their bruises. Refer to your hypnotic words list included in your email
for more help.
AND plant the seed for your next step. Encourage them to take up your low cost conversation offer so they move down
the funnel.

Low Cost Conversation: After your clients learn and use your free gift, what would be a logical
conversation you would have with them?
Problem you are solving:
Product Title:
Extras Included With Conversation (ie templates, social media posts, research etc.)
I want you to talk to them and give them something more to show your awesomeness:
Date You Will Finish It By:
This product includes some of your time so be strategic on how you can leverage your time to
deliver this to the masses. Let me know if you need help!

Conversation
Title:
Investment: $

As you can see you are starting to take your clients on a journey through your business and your
offering...ultimately to bring them to your package that you wan to offer them. This kind of
business approach and sales is SO very different from the standard VA business.

Instead of just networking and meeting people and waiting for those who need VA help, you are
going out there and SHOWING THEM their problems and how you can fix them. You are bringing them
into your world and taking them on a journey to YOUR package.
If you haven't done it already make sure you design your package name using hypnotic language.
It's best to write many names out and test a few to see how the roll off the tongue.
Don't stress about selling your package for now, as we will work on it next week futher. Lets just
get this process down pat as you have a lot of work to create these products and develop the processes.
Spend some time thinking about how the process will work taking a client from your free product
to your package. When will they be added to your database or newsletter list? When Will you invoice
them?
Start to document the process even if its on a whiteboard so you are very clear on your
responsibilities as someone enters your funnel. It will make it easier when you have hundreds of
people entering. On the next page is an example of the things you need to consider when
documenting your process.

Someone enters your funnel and could trigger the following optional steps:
* Added to database
* Tagged or segmented so you know where they came from (source)
* Free gift sent/Welcome Email
* Facebook Friend Request
* Linkedin Contact Request
* Email Inviting Low Cost Conversation (LCC) after a few days
* Check in how they are going with free gift
* If LCC is taken up - then what? New tag or segment?
* Conversation Scheduled
I am sure you are starting to see the focus of systemising your business so when you have MANY people
enter at the same time you can cope with the growth.
So how can you make it easier on yourself? With the use of automated technology! This stuff isn't
free, but it's something you can either invest in now or have on your "toDo" list as you build your
business up.
Things that will automatically add people to certain lists/tags, send out free gifts with links to
download your gift, automatic email sent out a day later with invite to friend request on Facebook
etc. These are the things you need to consider.
You will need to do some research on your favoUrite product on ease of use vs cost from the most
expensive such as infusionsoft down to affordable as mailchimp and aweber.

So your actions for this week so far are to:
1. Design your funnel
2. clarify Your Process
3. Create your products.
Next you will need to spend some time determining WHERE you are going to share your free gift so
people can opt in and start their journey with you. Try and pick places where your peeps are hanging
out.
The obvious ones are:
Y* Your Database
* Your Facebook page
* Your Linkedin Profile
* Live networking events
* Forums
* As an opt-in on your website
And of course there is always Facebook and Linkedin advertising as well.
Depending on the type of freebee you offer will determine how you advertise it. A webinar will collect
emails and names for you....where as a free eBook will need a landing page developed so you can direct
people to (or your website direct if you have an obvious opt in box).

List where you are going to offer your freebee and start sharing!

